Anomalous precipitation signatures of the Arctic Oscillation in the time-variable gravity field by GRACE
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SUMMARY
The Arctic Oscillation (AO) controls winter climates in the Northern Hemisphere to a large extent. Positive AO brings lower/higher surface temperature and higher/lower precipitation in high/middle latitude regions, and negative AO reverses the situation. In this study, we investigate signals of anomalous precipitations caused by AO using the data of the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellites. Wintertime mass deviations inferred from GRACE in the high and middle (boundary ∼55N) latitude regions in Eurasia showed highly positive and negative correlations with the AO indices. This possibly reflects the northward and southward shift of the centre of winter precipitation during the positive and negative phases of AO, respectively. Wintertime mass deviations also showed positive and negative correlations with the AO indices in the northern and southern parts of Greenland, respectively, but the boundary was further to the north, say ∼75N. AO redistributes the water mass as much as ∼1000 Gt between high and middle latitude regions in the Northern Hemisphere. Such mass redistribution causes significant surface deformation by loading large enough to be observed by Global Positioning System. This also causes the shift of the Earth’s rotation axis especially towards the Greenwich Meridian large enough to be detected with space geodetic techniques. AO signatures are also derived from the empirical orthogonal function (EOF) analysis, as the first leading mode of GRACE data after excluding seasonal, linear and quadratic components. The EOF analysis also demonstrates that though AO is a main contributor to bring anomalous winter precipitation in the Northern Hemisphere as a whole, in North America, however, influence of the El Niño and Southern Oscillation on the winter precipitation anomaly is larger than AO.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Arctic Oscillation (AO) is a see-saw-like fluctuation in the sea level pressure (SLP) between polar and middle latitude regions of the Northern Hemisphere (NH), and its index characterizes the dominant pattern of atmospheric circulation in NH (Thompson & Wallace 1998). AO resembles to the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), a see-saw of SLP between the Icelandic low and the Azores high (Walker & Bliss 1932), but AO represents the variability in the atmospheric circulation of the whole NH (Wallace 2000). Their indices are known to have high temporal correlation. There are some debates as to their differences (e.g. Ambaum et al. 2001), but here we consider NAO a part of AO.

AO exerts strong influences on wintertime climate in NH (Thompson & Wallace 2000). The scale and phase of AO is represented by the AO index (AOI) derived as the first leading mode of empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of monthly mean SLP anomaly field north of 20N. AOI becomes positive when SLP around the North Pole is lower than the average. Positive AO brings the retention of arctic cold surge and enhancement of polar front jet (PFJ), the northern stream of the westerly jet, causing low temperature and high precipitation (mainly snowfall) in the high latitude regions (Hurrell 1995; Thompson & Wallace 2001). The opposite occurs in the middle latitude regions. On the other hand, AOI becomes negative when SLP around the North Pole gets higher than the average. Negative AO is characterized by the southward advection of arctic cold wave and southward shift of PFJ, and it causes low temperature and high precipitation (rainfall and snowfall) in the middle latitude regions. The opposite occurs in the high latitude regions.

Fig. 1 shows the time-series of AOI between 2002 April and 2011 March. In the NH winter of 2009–2010, the record-breaking strong negative AO occurred, and brought about anomalous precipitation and temperature in various regions in middle latitude regions (Cohen et al. 2010; L’Heureux et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2010).
Precipitation changes the Earth’s gravity fields as it redistributes water on land and ocean. Such mass redistribution can be detected and measured by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite system, composed of twin satellites launched in 2002. The two satellites, separated by \( \sim 220 \) km, are in the same polar circular orbit at an altitude of \( \sim 500 \) km, and the change of the intersatellite distances are measured precisely. The time-variable gravity fields of the Earth are inverted from the changes of such distances. The gravity measured by GRACE is accurate to several \( \mu \text{Gal} \), and has spatial and temporal resolutions of \( \sim 300 \) km and \( \sim 1 \) month, respectively (Wahr et al. 1998).

Up to now, GRACE results have been utilized for various disciplines of Earth sciences, such as hydrology (e.g. Tapley et al. 2004; Morishita & Heki 2008), glaciology (e.g. Tamisiea et al. 2005; Matsuo & Heki 2010), physical oceanography (e.g. Chambers et al. 2004), seismology (e.g. Han et al. 2011; Matsuo & Heki 2011) and geodynamics (e.g. Tamisiea et al. 2007). The advantage of satellite gravimetry is the direct and quantitative measurement of mass changes, especially in regions where in situ observations are limited, for example, polar and high mountain regions. In this paper, we discuss wintertime precipitation anomalies caused by AO in NH by analysing the time-variable gravity data from GRACE. To further validate the GRACE results, we also analysed the changes in terrestrial water (including snow) storage given by the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) Noah model (Rodell et al. 2004).

2 DATA AND METHOD

We used the GRACE data (Level 2, Release 4) from the Center for Space Research (CSR), University of Texas, consisting of 103 monthly data sets from 2002 April to 2011 March. This time span covers nine winters in NH. A monthly GRACE data set includes a set of the coefficients of spherical harmonics (Stokes’ coefficient) \( C_{nm} \) and \( S_{nm} \) with degree \( n \) and order \( m \) complete to 60. We replaced the coefficients indicating the Earth’s oblateness (\( C_{20} \)) with those from Satellite Laser Ranging (Cheng & Tapley 2004) because of their poor accuracy. We used the degree-1 components (\( C_{10}, C_{11} \) and \( S_{11} \)), which reflect the geocentre motion, estimated by combining GRACE and ocean model (Swenson et al. 2008) because GRACE alone cannot measure them. We also applied the fan filter with averaging radius of 400 km to reduce short wavelength noises (Zhang et al. 2009), together with the decorrelation filter using polynomials of degree 5 for coefficients with orders 6 or higher to alleviate longitudinal stripes (Swenson & Wahr 2006).

To interpret gravity changes in terms of surface mass variations, we need to calculate equivalent water thickness (EWT) \( \sigma \) using the relationship (Wahr et al. 1998)

\[
\Delta \sigma (\theta, \phi) = \frac{R_{\text{ave}}}{3} \sum_{n=2}^{\infty} \sum_{m=0}^{n} \frac{2n + 1}{1 + k_m} \times (\Delta C_{nm} \cos m\phi + \Delta S_{nm} \sin m\phi) P_{nm}(\sin \theta),
\]

where \( R \) is the equatorial radius, \( R_{\text{ave}} \) is the mean density of the Earth, and the load Love numbers \( k_m \) is to account for the Earth’s elastic yielding effect under the mass load in question. \( P_{nm}(\sin \theta) \) is the \( n \)th degree and \( m \)th order fully-normalized Legendre function and \( \Delta \) indicates the deviation from the reference value. We assumed that the GRACE gravity changes reflect those of the surface load, and converted them into EWT. Chao (2005) showed that the inverse solution is unique in this case.

Temporal variations of EWT contain mass changes of various origins. Such changes usually include strong seasonal (annual and semi-annual) and linear components. Seasonal changes mainly come from the variations in soil moisture and snowpack (Frappart et al. 2006; Schmidt et al. 2008). Linear changes reflect secular mass movements, such as glacial isostatic adjustment in North America and northern Europe (Tamisiea et al. 2007; Steffen et al. 2009), and ice melting in continental ice sheets (e.g. Velicogna & Wahr 2006a,b) and mountains glaciers (e.g. Chen et al. 2006).

In addition to these components, quadratic changes became evident as the GRACE data accumulated. Ogawa et al. (2011) showed that quadratic terms seen in the GRACE data are often explained by interannual changes in precipitation. Gardner et al. (2011) also showed that quadratic gravity changes are significant in the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, and suggested that it reflects accelerating melting of mountain glaciers and ice caps there over the last several years. To isolate AO signals from these mass changes, we remove seasonal, linear and quadratic components from the EWT time-series by least-squares method. Here, we refer to the residual as equivalent water thickness deviation (EWD). Then we calculate averages of the three winter months (JFM; January, February and March) to discuss mass changes in NH winters.

In addition to GRACE, we have also used monthly solutions of the changes in terrestrial water storage by the GLDAS Noah model (Rodell et al. 2004). GLDAS provides soil moisture, canopy and snow data at \( 1 \times 1 \) degree grid points, except for Antarctica where hydrological models are not established and meteorological data are unavailable. GLDAS contains the values in Greenland, but their

Figure 1. Time-series of the monthly AO index from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/daily_ao_index/ao.shtml). Red and blue bars show the time series of the three month (JFM) averages of AO indices in NH winters.
accuracy is dubitable because of the same reason as Antarctica. So we did not use the GLDAS model in the Greenland area. To compare GLDAS with GRACE, we applied the same spatial filters (fan filter and destriping filter) for the GLDAS models and removed seasonal, linear and quadratic components by the least-squares method. Then we also calculated their averages of months JFM.

3 RESULTS

3.1 GRACE and GLDAS

Following the analysis methods in the previous section, we plot the EWD distributions in NH to the north of 25N in the winters from 2003 (‘2003 winter’ means the NH winter encompassing the 2002–2003 boundary) to 2011 in Fig. 2 (GRACE) and Fig. 3 (GLDAS). Their spatial patterns roughly agree with each other, but small differences in magnitudes remain.

Syed et al. (2008) suggested that such difference in magnitudes may reflect model deficiencies in GLDAS, such as inadequate snow models in high mountain ranges and polar regions, missing surface and/or groundwater components, and so on. The difference might also reflect errors in GRACE data processing, aliasing or instrumental noises. Moreover, GRACE data includes mass change signals from semi-closed ocean basins (or large lakes) such as the Mediterranean Sea (Fenoglio-Marc et al. 2006), Black Sea, Caspian Sea and Red Sea, but GLDAS does not include them. Leakage from such signals might have enhanced the signals of terrestrial mass changes. From these reasons, the magnitudes of EWT or EWD in GLDAS are apt to become smaller than those in GRACE.

The largest positive (AOI = +0.8) and negative (AOI = −2.4) AO in the studied period occurred in the winters of 2008 and 2010, respectively. The EWD distributions in these two winters show characteristic spatial patterns (Figs 2 and 3). The polarity of EWD reverses across the latitude 55N in Eurasia continent and North America and 75N in Greenland. It also reverses temporally between these two winters. Especially, the winter of 2010 witnessed the largest negative AO in the last 60-yr record, causing record-breaking precipitations in many parts of the middle latitude regions of NH, such as the southern North America (Seager et al. 2010) and southern Europe (Ball 2011).

3.2 Microscopic view of the correlation between the GRACE/GLDAS and AO

We plot the time-series of monthly and wintertime EWD obtained by GRACE and GLDAS at two points, that is the Western Siberia and Tien-Shan Mountain Range, representing the high and the middle latitude regions in Eurasia in Figs 4(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 4 also shows the time-series of the wintertime AOI. Wintertime EWDs in the Western Siberia, inferred from GRACE and GLDAS, showed positive/negative deviations during periods of positive/negative AO indices. On the other hands, those in the Tien-Shan Mountain Range showed the opposite; negative/positive deviation occurred during AO of positive/negative indices. The wintertime EWD and AOI showed large positive correlation in Western Siberia, that is +0.95 (GRACE) and +0.84 (GLDAS). These positive correlations mean that the positive/negative AO increased/decreased the terrestrial water storages in these regions. By contrast, they showed significant negative correlation in the Tien-Shan Mountain Range, that is −0.68 (GRACE) and −0.70 (GLDAS). These negative correlations imply that the positive/negative AO decreased/increased the terrestrial water storages there.

Figure 2. NH maps of wintertime (JFM) equivalent water thickness deviations observed by GRACE. In the lower left corners of the maps are shown AOI corresponding to the green curve in Fig. 1.
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Figure 3. NH maps of wintertime (JFM) equivalent water thickness deviation from the GLDAS models. The same spatial filters as GRACE have been applied. We excluded Greenland (values are fixed to zero there) because of relatively poor reliability there (see text).

Figure 4. Time-series of EWD at points in (a) the Western Siberia (68.5°N, 70.5°E) and (b) the Tien-Shan Mountain Range (43.5°N, 73.5°E). The top and the bottom panels are derived from GRACE and GLDAS, respectively. Grey dots are monthly values of EWD. Error bars show one-sigma formal errors inferred a posteriori by bringing the chi-square of the post-fit residual to unity. Blue curves are the three-month (JFM) averages of the EWDs. Green curves show winter AOI (Fig. 1, green curve). The correlation coefficients between wintertime EWDs and AOI are given in the lower left corners (red and blue characters show positive and negative correlations, respectively).

Matsuo & Heki (2010) suggested that glacial mass in Asian high mountains (HM Asia) surrounding the Tibetan Plateau shows significant decrease using the GRACE data 2002–2009. They also reported that glacial mass losses are fairly variable in time and space, especially in the glaciers fed by westerly winds from November to April such as those in the Karakoram, Pamir and Tien-Shan regions. AO is known to influence the strength and trajectory of the westerly wind (Thompson & Wallace 2000). This study suggests that climatic fluctuations controlled by AO played a key role in the glacial mass changes in these regions.

3.3 Macroscopic view of the correlation

Next we computed correlation coefficients between the wintertime EWD and AOI at each grid points in NH, and show their distribution.
in Fig. 5. We can find that high latitude region is dominated by positive correlation, and middle latitude region is dominated by negative correlation. This means that wintertime precipitation increases in the high latitude region during positive AO. On the other hand, such an increase in the middle latitude region occurs during negative AO. This agrees with climatological studies that a negative AO makes the southern and the northern Europe wetter and drier, respectively (Quadrelli et al. 2001; Hurrell et al. 2003). It appears that the boundary of the polarity change lies ∼55° N in Eurasia and North America, and ∼75° N in Greenland.

Though the North American continent shows similar distribution of the correlation to Eurasia, climatic situation is somewhat more complex there. Wintertime precipitations in North America are highly influenced by El Niño and Southern Oscillation (ENSO) episodes as well as AO. According to Ropelewski & Halpert (1987), El Niño/La Niña episodes tend to cause more/less precipitation in southeastern United States and less/more precipitation in northwestern North America, respectively. Thus, we need more sophisticated numerical studies there to separate contributions from AO and ENSO. We discuss the influences of ENSO and other climatic modes on the mass changes in NH in the chapter 4.

AO also exerts strong influence on the total amount of precipitation and EWD changes in NH, especially in Eurasia. Here we integrate EWD in Eurasia from GRACE and GLADS over high (55° N to 90° N, −15° E to 165° E) and middle (25° N to 55° N, −15° E to 165° E) latitude regions, and show their time-series in the top two panels in Figs 6(a) and (b). The time-series of the sum of and the difference between these two regions are shown in the bottom two panels of the same figure. Total masses in the high latitude region are positively correlated with AO, that is +0.69 for GRACE and +0.42 for GLDAS. On the other hands, those in the middle latitude region are negatively correlated with AO, that is −0.81 for GRACE and −0.61 for GLDAS. In short, stronger positive/negative AOI brings more precipitations in the high/middle latitude regions, respectively.

The sum of mass deviations in the high and middle latitude regions does not show notable correlation with AO. They are only weakly correlated negatively, that is −0.35 for GRACE and −0.30 for GLDAS. In contrast, the difference between the high and middle latitude regions shows strong correlations with AO, that is +0.89 for GRACE and +0.76 for GLDAS. This suggests that the centre of precipitation anomalies moves between high and middle latitude regions in response to the polarity of AO. The water mass that moves between these two latitudinal bands amounts up to ∼1000 Gt in the studies period. However, the total mass over the entire region changes only a little. The slight increase of the total mass during periods of negative AO may partly reflect the difference in land area between the middle and high latitude regions (the former has continental area twice as large as the latter, and so its hydrological capacity is also larger).

3.4 Surface deformation by AO

Mass redistribution by AO leaves non-gravity signatures in the solid Earth detectable with other geodetic techniques. Anomalous precipitation by AO brings surface loads and causes crustal deformation, which can be directly measured with Global Positioning System (GPS). We can also infer such deformation from the GRACE data through elastic loading theory on the spherical Earth using the load Love numbers (Farrell 1972; van Dam et al. 2007).

We compared the vertical movements observed by GPS with those calculated from the GRACE data. Here, we used the data at 83 continuous GPS stations deployed by the International GNSS Service. All GPS data are processed by SOPAC (University of California San Diego) and available at ftp://garner.ucsd.edu/pub/timeseries/. In each GPS time-series, we eliminated the outliers deviating by more than three-sigma formal errors from models (composed of seasonal, linear and quadratic components). One-sigma formal errors are inferred a posteriori.
by bringing the chi-square of the post-fit residuals to unity. Deformations because of atmospheric loads are also removed from the GPS data using the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts atmospheric model. In the same manner as GRACE and GLDAS analysis, we computed the average residuals over the three winter months (JFM) of the GPS vertical coordinates to infer AO signatures.

Vertical movement induced by AO was found to be up to $\sim 5$ mm, large enough to be detected by GPS. The correlation coefficients between wintertime vertical position residuals at GPS stations and AOI are shown in Fig. 7. Positive correlations mean that the surface is uplifted/depressed by positive/negative AO, and negative correlations imply the opposite. Positive correlations are mostly found in middle latitude stations of Eurasia, North America and southern Greenland. On the other hands, negative correlations are dominant in high latitude stations of Eurasia, North America and northern Greenland. This result is just consistent with the correlation pattern between wintertime EWD and AOI (Fig. 5). We can summarize the relationship among GPS, EWD and AO as follows. In the high latitude region and northern Greenland, GPS stations are displaced downward/upward by positive/negative EWD brought about by positive/negative AO. In the middle latitude region and southern Greenland, GPS stations move upward/downward by negative/positive EWD caused by positive/negative AO.

Fig. 7 also shows the time-series of vertical movements at six continuous GPS stations, (a) Vancouver (49.3N, 235.9E), Canada, (b) Washington, D.C. (38.9N, 282.9E), United States, (c) Cornwallis Island (82.5N, 297.7E), near Northern Greenland, (d) Qaqortoq (60.7N, 314.0E), Southern Greenland, (e) Norilsk (69.4N, 88.4E), near the West Siberian Plain and (f) Seleetschka (43.2N, 77.0E), near the Tien-Shan Mountain Ranges. We confirmed that the behaviours of GPS, GRACE and AOI are in good agreement. The correlation coefficients in the NH winters were (a) $-0.59$, (b) $+0.78$, (c) $-0.56$, (d) $+0.72$, (e) $-0.81$, (f) $+0.63$ for GPS-AOI, and (a) $-0.45$, (b) $+0.93$, (c) $-0.67$, (d) $+0.74$, (e) $-0.95$, (f) $+0.71$ for GRACE-AOI, respectively.

3.5 Polar motion excitation by AO

Large hydrological mass redistribution by AO would also excite the Earth’s polar motion (Chao 1988). Its $X$ (towards the Greenwich Meridian) and $Y$ (towards 90E) components can be inferred from $\Delta C_{21}$ and $\Delta S_{21}$, respectively, the changes in the degree-2 tesseral components of the gravity changes observed by GRACE (e.g. Chen & Wilson 2008).

The mass redistribution by AO occurs mainly in Eurasia, and it accounts for 80 per cent of the total amount of mass changes in the NH winters. Hence, AO would excite the polar motion mainly through mass changes in Eurasia. Here we compare (1) the polar motion excitations in the $X$ and $Y$ axes observed by space geodetic techniques, such as the Very-Long-Baseline.
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Figure 7. Upper map shows distribution of the correlation coefficients between vertical movement and AO indices at each continuous GPS station. Red dots mean positive correlation and blue dots mean negative correlation. Lower graphs show time-series of vertical movements at (a) Vancouver (49.3N, 235.9E), Canada, (b) Washington, D.C. (38.9N, 282.9E), United States, (c) Cornwallis Island (82.5N, 297.7E), near Northern Greenland, (d) Qaqortoq (60.7N, 314.0E), Southern Greenland, (e) Norilsk (69.4N, 88.4E), near the West Siberian Plain and (f) Selezaschita (43.2N, 77.0E), near the Tien-Shan Mountain Ranges, observed by GPS (upper) and inferred from the GRACE data (lower). Grey dots are monthly values of vertical movement after removing seasonal, linear, and quadratic components. The atmospheric loading contributions are removed from the GPS data using the ECMWF atmospheric model. Blue and red curves are the three-month (JFM) averages of the vertical movements measured by GPS and inferred from GRACE, respectively. Green curves show AOI. Error bars in GPS are one SD and those in GRACE are one-sigma formal errors inferred a posteriori by bringing the chi-square of the post-fit residuals to unity.

Interferometry (VLBI), with (2) NH wintertime mass changes inferred from the observed time-variable gravity changes in Eurasia. The polar motion excitations (1) are obtained from the Observatoire de Paris (OP) (http://hpiers.obspm.fr/eop-pc) after correcting for geophysical fluid (atmosphere and ocean, both mass and velocity terms) contributions using geophysical models (these corrections are also available from OP). Those from GRACE (2) are calculated by integrating the mass changes over the high and middle latitude regions in Eurasia (25N to 90N, −15E to 165E) and by converting them to the components ΔC_{21} and ΔS_{21} (i.e. we did not use these coefficients available as the direct outputs of GRACE level-2 data but isolated the Eurasian contribution in these coefficients).

We show the results in Figs 8(a) and (b). The observed X and Y excitation (1) showed good agreement with the Eurasian mass changes inferred from GRACE (2), that is +0.51 for X and +0.58 for Y. This suggests that the NH wintertime polar motions are largely excited by mass changes there. The polar motion excitation
Figure 8. Time-series of the polar motion excitation in (a) $X$ (0E) and (b) $Y$ direction (90E) estimated from the observations of Earth rotation parameters from the Observatoire de Paris (OP) and calculated from mass changes over Eurasia from the GRACE gravimetry. The polar motion observations are based on space geodetic techniques such as the Very-Long-Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). The upper, middle and lower panels compare pairs of OP-GRACE, OP-AOI and GRACE-AOI, respectively. Dashed and solid curves in grey are monthly values of the polar motion excitation from OP (daily values are averaged to monthly values) and GRACE, respectively. Seasonal, linear and quadratic components of these two time-series are removed using least-squares method. Polar motion excitation data are corrected for the geophysical fluid contributions (atmosphere and ocean) available from OP. Blue and red curves are the three months (JFM) averages of the polar motion excitations and GRACE, respectively. Green curves show those of AOI.

in the $X$-axis from OP (1) and GRACE (2) showed strong positive correlation (+0.57 and +0.63) with AOI whereas those in the $Y$-axis showed much weaker correlation (+0.21 and +0.24).

This suggests that positive AO moves the excitation pole towards ~0E (negative AO reverses the situation). This may sound strange considering that the centre of the Eurasian continent lies in the $Y$ direction. As seen in Fig. 7(a), AO exchanges the terrestrial water mass between middle and high latitude regions in Eurasia in response to its polarity, and their centres of mass lie around (40N, 40E) and (60N, 75E), respectively. If a point mass of 1000 Gt moved from (40N, 40E) to (60N, 75E), the excitation pole would move ~101 cm towards $X$ and ~36 cm towards $Y$. The reverse movement would let the excitation pole move back to the original position. Thus, AO excites the polar motion more in the $X$ direction than in $Y$ through the terrestrial water mass redistribution in Eurasia. As a consequence, the polar motion excitation along the $X$-axis is more strongly correlated with AOI.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Contributions of various climatic modes to mass changes in NH winters

There are climatic modes other than AO that may influence continental water mass changes in NH winters. One such mode is the ENSO, an episodic change in sea surface temperature in the equatorial eastern Pacific Ocean for a half year or more. An ENSO episode causes climate changes such as precipitation anomaly not only in the equatorial Pacific area, but also in remote areas by teleconnection (e.g. Ropelewski & Halpert 1987). Another prominent mode in the NH winter would be the Pacific-North American (PNA) pattern (Wallace & Gutzler 1981). PNA is strongly linked to climate variations in the Pacific Ocean and North America and large-scale atmospheric circulation across North America. The intensity and polarity of these modes are expressed with the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and the Pacific-North American Index (PNAI) for ENSO and PNA, respectively.

Here we compare contributions of AO, ENSO and PNA, to wintertime EWD in NH by performing the EOF analysis following the method of Quadrelli et al. (2001). EOF analysis, also known as the Principal Component Analysis, enables us to extract principal changing mode in time-series of the data set and to separate spatial variability (spatial function) from temporal variability (temporal function). EOFs can be derived as eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the data set. We performed the EOF analysis of wintertime EWD time-series from GRACE for the entire NH and three specific regions, that is Eurasia (25N-90N, -15E-165E), North America (25N-75N, 195E-300E) and Greenland (55N-90N, 285E-345E).

The spatial function of the first leading mode for NH (Fig. 9a) shows the polarity reversals around 55N in Eurasia and North America, and around 75N in Greenland. Contribution of this first mode accounts for ~30 per cent of all modes (Fig. 9c). Such spatial patterns are in good agreement with those of the correlation coefficients between wintertime EWD and AOI (Fig. 5). Similarly, the temporal functions are highly correlated (+0.90) with AOI (Fig. 9b). These results suggest that the first leading mode of GRACE, after removing seasonal, linear and quadratic components, corresponds to the precipitation anomalies by AO. As for other climate modes, the correlations are +0.45 for SOI and −0.56 for PNAI, respectively, which is much smaller than AOI. The ENSO signature could be found as the third mode (the correlation coefficient of −0.68 between wintertime SOI and the temporal function).
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Fig. 9. (a) Spatial and (b) temporal functions of the first leading mode derived by the EOF analysis of wintertime mass changes from GRACE after removal of seasonal, linear and quadratic components. Weight factor of the cosine of latitude was applied for the GRACE data. Black, green, purple and light blue curves are the three-month (JFM) averages of the time functions, AOI, SOI and PNAI, respectively. SOI is obtained from http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/data/indices/soi, and PNAI is obtained from http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/precip/CWlink/pna/pna_index.html. Strong positive correlation can be found between the time functions and AOI. (c) Contributions of the largest 3 modes. The first mode contributes by ∼30 per cent.

Fig. 10 shows the spatial and temporal functions of the first leading mode of regional GRACE data of Eurasia (a), North America (b) and Greenland (c). The results of Eurasia and Greenland agree well with those of the entire NH, as seen by the high correlation (+0.86 and +0.84, respectively) with AOI. North America, however, seems to behave somewhat differently from them; terrestrial water storage there is more influenced by ENSO (correlation: +0.80) than AO (correlation: +0.53). The spatial function also resembles to the precipitation anomaly pattern of ENSO (e.g. Ropelewski & Halpert 1987). After all, AO is the largest contributor to the wintertime terrestrial water storages of the entire NH, but ENSO also plays a dominant role regionally in North America.

4.2 Influence of temperature anomaly by AO to terrestrial water storage

AO influences surface air temperature (SAT) over NH. Positive AO tends to increase/decrease SAT north/south of ∼45N in Eurasia, decrease/increase SAT north/south of ∼45N in North America and decrease SAT in Greenland (Thompson & Wallace 1998). Negative AO reverses the situation. In the 2010 winter, a year of the record-breaking strong negative AO, SAT anomaly attains up to ∼2.5 °C in each continent (Cohen et al. 2010). Such anomalous SAT would influence terrestrial water storage through evaporation, snow melting and run-off (increase/decrease of SAT enhances/reduces them).

The balance between precipitation-driven mass change and temperature-driven mass changes (evapo-transpiration, snow melting and run-off) can be evaluated through the framework of GLDAS model. GLDAS suggests that total water budget has much more similar distribution in space and sense to precipitation than evapo-transpiration, snow melting and run-off. Off course, temperature anomaly by AO must contribute to the changes in terrestrial water storage. However, in this case, temperature appears to play a lesser role in terrestrial water storage than precipitation.

5 CONCLUSION

We have analysed 9 yr of time-variable gravity data by the GRACE satellites, and the GLDAS land hydrological models to investigate
Figure 10. Spatial (left) and temporal (right) functions of the first leading mode derived by the EOF analysis of wintertime mass deviations from GRACE for the three regions, namely (a) Eurasia, (b) North America and (c) Greenland. Black, green, purple and light blue curves are the three-month (JFM) averages of the indices AOI, SOI and PNAI, respectively. Contribution of the first mode was 39 per cent for Eurasia, 47 per cent for America and 44 per cent for Greenland. Time functions in Eurasia and Greenland show high correlations with AOI whereas that in North America resembles more to SOI.
signatures of precipitation anomalies in NH winters caused by AO. Our study is summarized as follows.

1) Positive and negative AO are considered to enhance wintertime precipitations in the high and middle latitude regions in NH, respectively, and such mass redistributions can be seen in the GRACE data.

2) The distribution of the correlation coefficients between precipitation anomalies and AOI shows characteristic patterns; that is boundary of the positive and negative correlations lie along the latitude of ∼55°N in Eurasia and North America, and along ∼75°N in Greenland.

3) AO moves the center of precipitation depending on its polarity. AO could move mass as large as ∼1000 Gt over the distance of ∼2000 km like a see-saw between these two regions in response to its polarity.

4) The mass movements by AO are also observed as the surface deformation using GPS. The surface deformation shows similar correlation pattern with AOI to the GRACE data.

5) The mass movements by AO excite the Earth’s polar motion above the detection level of space geodetic techniques, such as VBI. The excitation pole was found to move mainly along the X-axis.

6) EOF analyses showed that the AO signature is the leading mode of the GRACE gravity data after removing seasonal, linear and quadratic components.

7) Other climatic modes, ENSO and PNA, also influence wintertime terrestrial water storages, but their contributions to the whole NH are smaller than AO.

This study is the first attempt to explore the AO-driven mass redistribution signatures in the time-variable gravity field observed by GRACE. The implication of this research is threefold. At first, GRACE is a new tool, and we need to know how a known climatological phenomenon appear in GRACE data to identify unknown signals (such as co- and post-seismic gravity changes). Second, GRACE is the only tool to directly measure global-scale mass redistributions. It would enable us to study mass balances in polar and high mountain regions where in situ observations are limited or unavailable. In fact, this study revealed characteristic links between AO and mass changes in Greenland and northwestern Asian High Mountains. As the third point, GRACE enables us to see precipitation anomalies through a filter of terrestrial water storage. Precipitation anomaly and the water storage anomaly are not equivalent; the latter reflects not only precipitation but also factors such as water storage capacity, run-off time constants, land-ocean distribution, etc. Scrutiny of their differences will enable us to further understand the link between changes in climate and water resources.
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